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Introduction
Dr. Katrina Lantos Swett

While the 21st century has inaugurated an era of remarkable innovation and progress largely driven by the digital revolution, this new century has also seen a resurgence of old evils and hatreds. Anti-Semitism, racism and other pathological hostilities are being disseminated and weaponized using some of the same digital innovations that we celebrate in so many spheres of life. Like nuclear energy and other developments in modern technology, the internet is both a blessing to humanity and a threat to human life. While other such developments have been subjected to regulation, so as to avoid this threat, the internet has enjoyed unlicensed freedom. America’s reverence for free speech has enabled extremists and radicals of all kinds to utilize the internet to promote their murderous agendas. The global jihadi movement owes its existence to the internet, which it uses as a highway for hatred and incitement. Nazis, white supremacists, fascists, racists and others take advantage of the internet in the same way, which leads to the inevitable result: the targeting of innocent people.

Each week and sometimes each news cycle brings fresh evidence that the internet has become a dangerous and dystopian neighborhood in which haters and evil ideologues can give vent to their darkest impulses and inspire others to further their radical goals. In a society that places a high value on freedom of expression, responsible people have grappled with how best to respond to this terrible toxin online. We share the belief that sunshine and exposure can be the most effective means of countering the dangerous effects of on-line hatred.

To that end, MEMRI and the Lantos Foundation have joined forces to publish a new report: The Hater Next Door: Online Incitement Against Minorities in America. This report is a snapshot in time covering a period from November of 2018 through February of 2019.

Our report is an initial effort to expose online hatred and incitement. The truly staggering scope of hate and incitement posted daily online would require the resources of governments, major research institutes and the private juggernauts of social media, who should be held accountable for the material that they permit to be disseminated on their communication highways. We regret that to date, none of these players has been willing to undertake this task in an effective and serious way as we believe they should. With this report, we launch an on-going initiative to expose the worst of this internet-based enmity.
MEMRI brings unique skills to the task of exposing the most egregious example of this digital indoctrination to hatred and violence. For two decades, MEMRI has done groundbreaking work researching the most disturbing examples of extreme anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial emanating from the Arabic, Farsi, and Urdu speaking world. After MEMRI painstakingly translates these materials into English, the media, legislatures, and policymakers can better understand exactly what is happening around the world. One recent study of more than one hundred imam sermons from across the United States clearly demonstrated calls for hate and violence against minority groups. With its accumulated decades of experience in this field, MEMRI is now joining forces with the Lantos Foundation to take on this new and urgent mission of exposing vicious hatred and incitement by Nazis, white supremacists, fascists, and racists against minority groups including Jews, People of Color, Muslims, and the LGBTQ community.

There has been much talk in recent years about the concept of intersectionality – the idea that certain social groups must automatically find common cause with one another by virtue of overlapping experiences of discrimination or disadvantage. Ironically, our report demonstrates examples of these hate-filled groups exhibiting a form of twisted intersectionality by supporting minority groups whom they usually attack, because of a shared hatred toward a third minority group. The material presented in this report vividly demonstrates that these purveyors of hate and advocates of violence have shared contempt for Jewish individuals, People of Color, Muslims, feminists, and members of the LGBTQ community.

Some of the organizations and individuals presented in this report are widely known, but their actual words of incitement and hate are not. Others are less familiar to the public. Our research has been guided by the following criteria: we seek to expose expressions of explicit hatred, demonization and calls for action against the targeted communities listed above.

Our report demonstrates that these purveyors of hate are not ideologically homogeneous. Some of them are distinctly neo-Nazi in their outlook, others are fascist, still other voices are specifically racist, segregationist and white supremacist in their perspective. Those targeting the LGBTQ community sometimes present their hatred with an overlay of religious justification.

One of the most important aspects of this report is the way it highlights the prevalence of “calls to action” that accompany the vitriolic expressions of hatred. These groups and individuals routinely propose specific forms of action as part of a general discourse of hatred and demonization. The forms of action called for are diverse and run the gamut from terrorism, on-line hacking, and guides for violent ethnic cleansing, to posting manuals for manufacturing and using various weapons and firearms.
The material in this report is chilling and disturbing but one of the hallmarks of the research work of MEMRI has been not merely to “tell” people about the reality of hate but to “show” it so that people can fully understand the threat for themselves. Reading the actual posts from online platforms makes it clear that these individuals must be exposed and stopped before they act on their evil impulses. Our goal above all is to prompt action to save innocent lives.

The aim of this report is to empower every one of us to become a digital first responder. After each new tragic episode of hate fueled violence, we hear the lament of family, friends, colleagues and neighbors that they “had no idea”, and that they “absolutely did not see this coming”. It is our hope that this report and the on-going monitoring project that we have initiated will be a useful tool in the hands of law enforcement, media, legislators, and ordinary citizens to be more alert to the threat of The Hater Next Door.
Executive Summary
Yigal Carmon

The research was conducted over four months (November 2018 - February 2019) and it offers an in-depth look into online incitement by neo-Nazis, white supremacists, separatists, fascists and other groups and individuals of similar worldviews in America.

The research focused on three main categories of incitement: Hate Speech, Demonization and Calls-to-Action.

While most of the content online targeted Jews and African-Americans, hate and demonization were directed also towards LGBTQ, women, feminists, and Muslims. We found that there are similarities between incitement from Islamist and jihadi sources, and incitement from the hate groups listed above – not only against Jews but also against Muslims.

Both groups, though vastly different in composition, follow similar lines of thinking and disseminate similar types of incitement – incitement that, as we have seen, can prompt those involved in it, whether they are jihadists or white supremacists, to take up a weapon and attack members or communities of a target group.

The content reflects: a) a prevalence of neo-Nazi, fascist, and white supremacist ideologies; b) a sense of self-victimization and paranoia, especially following violent crimes against white people, thus blaming Jews and people of color for all their problems; and c) a belief that all their ills and unhappiness is caused by the targeted groups – Jews, people of color and LGBTQ.

The content proposes specific forms of action as part of a general discourse of hatred and demonization. Those proposals are diverse, and include terrorism, online hacking, calls and guides for ethnic cleansing with weapons (including manuals for manufacturing and using various weapons and firearms).

Two forms of intersectionality appear in the online incitement: a) when a neo-Nazi/fascist/white-supremacist/segregationist praises a member of a target group (a Jew, person of color, LGBTQ, etc.) and b) when a member of a target group turns against another target group, expressing views similar to those of people who target him.
Examination of the material prompts two questions:

1.) What is the magnitude of this phenomenon?
2.) Does it constitute a real threat to the targeted groups?

To answer these questions, one must recall the 20th century history and even current events. Racism and anti-Semitism have always begun in sporadic, disorganized and seemingly marginal form. Then they grew into a threatening phenomenon due lack of attention, neglect and absent countermeasures. Furthermore, in a world of “lone wolves,” solitary perpetrators affected by hate and calls-to-action who take up arms to attack (as in the case of the Pittsburgh shooting and car attack in Charlottesville) were exposed to online incitement and calls to action. Online hate speech, demonization and calls to action pose an imminent danger.

What is very urgently needed is a concentrated, well-funded effort to identify, and – most importantly – quote and document the calls-to-action, and, as pointed out above, find out who says it and who funds it. Only an effort of that kind may enable legislators and decision makers to begin to take effective action to prevent it.

These are just a few examples of the content this report documents, thanks to Michael Davis, Lead Researcher for this project. We owe him a debt of gratitude for his commitment to shining a light on these instances of online incitement against minority communities in the United States.
Examples of online incitement included in report...

Ethnic Cleansing Operations Guide, the Purity Spiral Library

We need more human children ASAP

Niggers generally can’t and don’t like to work. In a world with more and more young niggers and less and less young humans the global economy may stagnate and even shrink because niggers unlike humans can’t sustain a modern economy. For the sake of the living standards of humanity we need more human children. Without enough human children who will become responsible and productive human adults who labor, invest and consume the global economy might stop functioning properly.

Niggers hate people talking about reality for it reveals their nature.

Scientific evidence showing that niggers are not human, defined as Homo sapiens.

Finished NM fictions: Collapse & Seven trips to the Niger Basin

New NM fiction: Canine Conquest of Africa

Fiction: NM Exploration of Africa http://niggermania.net/forum/showthr...da-mudderland

Hidden LOL, March 11, 2019

Chris Hanson • 1 month ago
Practicing for gay pride month

VIEW 32 REPLIES
"However, these is one brown whore I am really excited about: Ilhan Omar of Swedesota. I’m excited about her win for one reason and one reason only: she has pledged to start exterminating the Jews."

"It’s time for Allah to awaken and begin the slaughter, dear sister. You need to fulfill your campaign promises and introduce your promised ‘gas the kikes’ bill, immediately. We do not have time to waste. We need to build these gas chambers yesterday, and we need to start filling them up last week. Get on it, Ilhan. Do it now. Don’t go to the dentist first.”

"Get the gas chambers built, then start thinking about how fucked up your sick teeth are."

Daily Stormer, November 7, 2018 [2]
They're coming for us. This ends one of two ways. We keep going this way and end up like the poor Whites in South Africa and Rhodesia where they are legally allowed to be murdered in cold blood. Or we find our collective identity as etno euros and build a parallel society to shield our membership from the fate that most certainly awaits the majority of the west and preserve a future for our children and grandchildren.

Executive Summary References

1 https://thepurityspiral.com/pdf-library/

2 https://hiddenlol.com/lol/286528

3 https://twitter.com/DrDavidDuke/status/1103845936512593922


5 https://gab.com/order15/posts/49487908


7 https://dailystormer.name/when-is-the-first-moslem-female-congressman-going-to-start-killing-jews/
General Research Characteristics

This study covers online content posted from November 2018 through February 2019. The research examined the following criteria: hatred, demonization, and calls for action in 14 groups, six individuals, and three social media platforms.

Note: Due to the vast quantity of content posted, and since this study is only in its initial phase, not all the organizations, individuals, or platforms could be examined in depth. An in-depth examination, which is absolutely necessary, requires a large-scale research project setup.

Groups & Organizations

- Daily Stormer
- Semitic Controversies
- The Purity Spiral
- National Alliance
- Diversity Macht Frei
- Goyim Defense League (GDL)
- The Right Stuff
- Goy Talk
- Stormfront
- Subverted Nation
- American Renaissance
- Aryan Nations
- Vanguard News Network
- NSM (National Socialist Movement)

Individuals

- Dr. David Duke
- Mike Enoch
- Eric Striker
- Alex Linder
- Daniel Burnside
- Tom Metzger

Online Platforms

- GAB
- Minds
- Telegram
- Vkontakte (Note: U.S. based hate groups also use the Russian Vkontakte platform, apparently because a) regulations in Russia are far more lax than in the U.S.; b) it brings together people with similar views from across the world; c) many of these groups regard Russia as the last "white country" remaining in the world.)
The organizations and groups posting this incitement are ideologically non-homogenous. Their main targets are Jews and people of color, but while some take a distinctly neo-Nazi view, others are fascist, and some are simply racists and segregationists. Anti-LGBTQ and misogynistic views are also expressed.

There are similarities between incitement from Islamist and jihadist sources, and incitement from neo-Nazis, fascists, white supremacists, and segregationists – not only against Jews but also against Muslims, people of color, and the LGBTQ community.

Both groups, though vastly different in composition, follow similar lines of thinking and disseminate similar types of incitement – incitement that, as we have seen, can prompt those involved in it, whether they are jihadis or white supremacists, to take up a weapon and attack members or communities of a target group. (While these similar lines will be the focus of an upcoming study, this first document will focus on online incitement by neo-Nazi/fascist/white-supremacist/segregationist groups and individuals.¹)

Two forms of Intersectionality appear in the online incitement: a) when a neo-Nazi/fascist/white-supremacist/segregationist praises a member of a target group (a Jew, person of color, LGBTQ, etc.) and b) when a member of a target group turns against another target group, expressing views similar to those of people who target him.
GAB, February 2, 2019

National Socialism

Every reasonable person wants racial segregation.
#farrakhan #racism #usa #LoveYourRace #WorkingClass
https://www.foxnews.com/us/louis-farrakhan-calls-f-

Score

Dillon Hopper @WhitePowerBrooke
Apartheid worked. Segregation worked. The jew only pushed for their abolition to undermine white society and culture.

Jolly Rogers @Bangladesh
Separation is most desirable. Segregation not so much.

GAB, February 2, 2019

WakeUpCanada, America Is Woke @Canada1st

WATCH Louis Farrakhan: Jewish Influence Responsible For Pedophilia, Slave Trade, Sex Trafficking; Nation Of Islam Official: Jews Responsible For Homosexuality Among Blacks; Holocaust Denier: Poster boy for the new Democrats and their genocidal party. http://dlvr.it/QzFH6S

Score

Deerhound @Deerhound
Farrakhan is, of course, a complete ass. But unfortunately that doesn’t change the fact that many of the things he says about Jews are true. He is somewhat hyperbolic and he sometimes stretches things over the factual edge, but a lot of what he says is at least built on real and true issues.

GAB, February 2, 2019
Quotes from Louis Farrakhan's speech at the Nation of Islam’s Saviours' Day 2019 Convention, February 14, 2019:

"[The] pedophilia and sexual perversion [that are] institutionalized in Hollywood and the entertainment industries can be traced to Talmudic principles and Jewish influence. Not Jewish influence – Satanic influence under the name of Jew."

"Members of the so-called Jewish community brought our fathers out of Africa, owned the ships, owned the plantations, were the number one buyers and sellers of slaves..."

"Planned Parenthood is there waiting for you. Margaret Sanger, a so-called Jewish woman – she didn’t want black babies in the world. She worked to get rid of as many as she could. Native American women... And in Israel, Ethiopian black women subjected to sterilization...

MEMRI, February 17, 2019 [4]
This content reflects a) a prevalence of neo-Nazi, fascist, and white supremacist principles; b) a sense of self-victimization and paranoia, especially following violent crimes against white people, thus blaming Jews and people of color for all their problems; and c) a belief that all their ills and unhappiness is caused by the targeted groups – Jews, people of color, LGBTQ, etc.

The following content clearly expresses calls for action and proposes specific forms of action as part of a general discourse of hatred and demonization. The proposals for forms of action are diverse, and include terrorism, online hacking, calls and guides for ethnic cleansing with weapons, and posting manuals for manufacturing and using various weapons and firearms.
"Feminism was started by Jewish women, and Jewish women still control it."

"That’s why feminists supported President Bill Clinton, a probable rapist. That’s why feminists have supported, both overtly and tacitly (by their silence), the importation of Muslim immigrants. It’s a Jewish thing. The Jews are opening the doors of America to Muslim invaders, just as Jews opened the gates of Constantinople in the 15th century, just as they opened the gates of Granada and Toledo in the 8th century."
It’s not about “corruption.”
It’s the TRIBE that this judge belongs to.
They are sick psychopaths at their core and need to be removed from American society, NOW.

If only that were possible — as it is not at the moment.
Do you think there is a chance America and other White-majority countries will eventually expel the Jews — as happened to them in the past in various European countries?
Fascist Forge, February 7, 2019

Preface: This is a list of tactics to keep in mind when operating shortly before, during, or post collapse. The opposing morale is an oft overlooked aspect of sustained combat. The categories of fear are in order from least severe to most severe and described in depth by doctor Karl Albracht (checked for Jewishness, has clean.)

Source:

Extinction. All mundanes fear death. This is extremely simple to incorporate: be deadly. Train hard and operate effectively. If your opposition fears for their life solely for being your opposition, yet they’ll never have peace with you, their morale drops tenfold.

Mutilation. All mundanes fear pain and survivable destruction. Because of this you should fight ruthlessly. Of course leave no survivors when possible but don’t make a gunfight look peaceful, should mutilated comrades be discovered by the opposition.

Now let’s move on to right wing groups. Firstly, Patriot Front. Dress code doesn’t matter. Just wear something that supports American Nationalism and you’ll be good. With them, they are known to already be violent. Having antecedents of tearing up illegal immigrant shelter sites, getting in direct conflict with Antifa, and hosting public rallies and flash mobs. With them it should be easier as you won’t be faking your ideological basis as much, and you’ll be telling them to do a lot of shit they fantasize about, however, your goal is to make their fantasies a reality. You’ve got the skills, make use of them. That means taking the fight directly to the communist block, and BLM. Push them into more direct conflict with these groups. Make sure they get to enact their fantasies of beating a nigger or a commie to near death. Aside from that, your goal within such a group would also be one of radicalization. During your time in PF, you should do well to spot individuals that may be convinced of the Universal Order worldview, that being The Worldview. Best way to get such people out of their Americana Circle Jerk is to show them the Siegeculture article on American Futurism. Afterwards, use the same tactics that made you an adherent to UO, and you’ll be fine. (Side note: I avoided using the term Fascism when talking about PF, because they already describe themselves as Fascists. However they see it as JUST the ideology of Italy under Mussolini, we see it as the correct worldview.)
Imagine if desired futures and calls for socio-cultural reengineering are a reoccurring theme within these groups.

Article: "Proposal for The American Vanguard Union"

"By any available means we aim to achieve the reassertion of our European race as authorities over our shared destiny as Europeans. In the lands our forefathers conquered, built & cultivated we will regain our rightful position of power over the realms of politics, media, academia, finance, spirituality, industry and the military. We will bring to justice every single traitor who has chosen to aid the enemies of our nation & people, and weed out by force every corrupted element embedded in the fabric of American society. We recognize the futility extant in the accepted norms of present day political discourse and will cleave the pathway to our noble objective primarily by means of willful action. We will have no regard, nor will we have the slightest bit of tolerance for those resigned to the stagnant trappings of trite convention. We will completely uproot & efface all traces of both communism and capitalism from the nation, as both of these materialistic frameworks have functioned in tandem to destroy European traditionalism and the European peoples' sense of group cohesion."

"5. All moneyed influence in politics will be outlawed and any elected official who is suspected of receiving outside money while in office will be tried for high treason and executed if found guilty."
"6. All political officials over the past 30 years who have received moneyed donations for themselves or their campaigns from private interests outside of individual American citizens & constitutional right advocacy groups will be tried for treason and executed if found guilty."

"18. All Zionist Christians who have morally and financially supported the terrorist state of Israel will be rounded up & put to work in hard labor camps as punishment for their treason."

Goy Talk, December 7, 2018

---


Vatican, KKK, Governments, Religions, CIA, UN, MI6, Mossad, (pretending to be Islamic rebels/terrorists) Bankers, the Media, Hollywood, Music industry, Weapons, Human Organs, Porn Industry, Slavery, Human Trafficking, Drug Trafficking, Child Porn, Corporations, Medical & Pharmaceutical industry, any Industry you can think of, the Jews will already own and run it.

Jew World Order, Disclaimer Page

---

02-27-2019, 02:56 PM

Ignatow

Trustee

Whip Cracker

Allowing niggers to think they're equals is the worst thing humanity ever did. Too many humans think we owe niggers some kind of justice. Hollywood media keeps pushing it. I'm so tired of niggers wanting justice and being heard and worshipped.

Join Date: Aug 2018
Location: Social
Posts: 1,008

Coalburning is bestiality.

Dindu Plantation, February 27, 2019

---

Article: "Is the Zionist Movement Leading Global Dominance?"

Quotes:

"...it's how the Zionists break down and destroy societies. They use sexual revolution to destroy a society. This is what's been done to America, the sexual revolution was a Zionist operation to break down American culture (panel comment: 'to the families! Pornography, abortions...')... this is what they've done to America. This is why millions of Americans are hooked to pornography... the Zionist have been bombarding this country for decades with sexual perversion..."

Truenews, February 20, 2019
“Judaism teaches that an unborn baby is merely water; Jews do not believe an unborn baby is a human being; they don’t believe the unborn baby has a soul; Judaism teaches that a baby may be killed seconds before birth. And this is the law in the land of America today.”

"... Jews, who compromise 2% of the American population, overcame their numerical disadvantage in the United States, and successfully persuaded the American people to change their views and adopt and accept Jewish morality and values. Consequently, that’s why America has taken a sharp, extreme turn to the political left, and now accepts abortion, homosexuality, same-sex marriage, pornography, transgenderism, socialized health-care, gun-control and banning of Christian prayers and crosses and emblems in public places. All of these issues are heavily supported, promoted and funded by America's Jewish population."

Trunews, January 24, 2019 [21]

Quote from David Duke’s Radio Show:

Dr Duke & Eric Striker: By Defiance to Z.O.G. Ilhan Omar is NOW the most important Member of the US Congress!

Eric Striker: “Nazi-Germany ‘euthanasia program’, is often times sited as one of the worst crimes the Nazis ever committed, but you know, if you actually look at the details of it, 1939 – 1941, it was actually a way to... when the war started, they were trying to ration healthcare, so what would happen is that instead of giving... people that were dying, instead of giving them treatment that was useless, they would euthanize them... “.

David Duke, March 7, 2019 [21 22]
Sources of Online Incitement

Groups and Organizations

**Daily Stormer**

**Website:** [https://dailystormer.name](https://dailystormer.name)

**Host:** FranTech Solutions

**ISP:** Eranet International Limited

**Social media platforms:** Telegram, Vkontakte [14], GAB [15], Steam [16].

**Radio shows & podcasts:** The Krypto Report

**Forum:** [https://bbs.thegoyimknow.to/](https://bbs.thegoyimknow.to/) (a closed forum that the registration is done only by the site's administrator).

**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** +10k forum users with over 2.3M posts.

The site is mostly associated with neo-Nazis and white supremacists, and openly advocates fascism, racism, anti-Semitism, and misogyny. The site has entire pages dedicated to the "Jewish problem" [17] and the "Race War" [18]. The site is periodically offline; when this is the case, it remains available on the dark web, on TOR. [19]

Andrew Anglin, founder and owner of the Daily Stormer, is currently facing a lawsuit for orchestrating a "troll storm" against a Jewish woman from Montana in 2016, resulting in her harassment after her personal information was posted online the "trollers" he incited. [20]

The site has a donation system that accepts Bitcoin or XMR; as of this writing, it have raised 53.02531869 BTC which is the equivalent of USD 180,190.64. [21]

Another location where the site is active is on the gaming forum Steam, one of the biggest gaming communities in the world. The Daily Stormer group, which goes by the name Groyper (the name for a far-right meme character that is based on the common meme Pepe the Frog) – currently has 436 members [22].

**Fascist Forge**

**Website:** [http://www.fascistforge.org](http://www.fascistforge.org)

**Host:**

**ISP:**

**Social media platforms:**

**Radio shows & podcasts:**

**Forum:**

**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** 523 members

Fascist Forge is a forum-based site that is used by extreme fascist activists. They promote and provide tools for violence of all kinds against many groups, far left to far right, including ANTIFA and Patriot Front. Among the different discussions are guides for terrorist tactics, such as "Spotting A Climate For Starting A Cell" [23], "Brief Guide To Psychological Terrorism" [24] and "Social Engineering and Infiltration of Groups in the First World" [25]. In addition, there are posts that share links to weaponry sites, such as "DIY Firearms, Modifications and Ammunition - PDF Collection" [26]. As of mid-February, the site was offline; no information about its server and ISP is available.
Siege Culture
Website: https://siegeculture.biz/
Host: Cloudflare, Inc.
ISP: Fast Domain Inc.
Social media platforms: tumblr [27], Twitter [28]
Radio shows & podcasts: SiegeCast [29]
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: Twitter – 624 followers
Siege Culture is a collaboration between James Mason and Atomwaffen Division, who together with Ryan and Vincent Snyder began publishing Mason's worldviews on this site in 2017 [30]. The site, which disseminates neo-Nazi and white supremacist ideologies, publishes articles and podcasts (SiegeCasts) that promote discussion and calls for action against most non-whites, but primarily Jews and blacks. The site is part of James Mason's "Universal Order", and it has an online library with links to books for downloading or for purchase through Amazon [31].

Semitic Controversies
Website: http://semiticcontroversies.blogspot.com/
Host: Google (https://www.blogger.com/)
ISP: MarkMonitor Inc.
Admin/Writer: Karl Radl (the internet pseudonym of a New York-based academic), Hans Blackthorne (the pseudonym of a Swedish writer) and EireannGoddess (the internet pseudonym belonging to Karl Radl's wife) [32].
Social media platforms:
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers:
Semitic Controversies bills itself as a "Daily Blog about Jews and Judaism." Articles are uploaded to it several times a week and include anti-Semitic content focusing on many domestic and global issues. The site holds hundreds of articles dating back to 2008.

The Purity Spiral
Website: https://thepurityspiral.com/
Host: VegasNAP, LLC
ISP: PDR Ltd.
Social media platforms:
Radio shows & podcasts: https://radiowehrwolf.us/, https://www.radioaryan.com/
Forum: https://forum.thepurityspiral.com/
Users/Subscribers/Followers: 83 users in the forum
Until early January 2019, the content and articles we uploaded to the site contained a large amount racist and anti-Semitic content, but the site has been shut down for approximately 2-3 weeks. On January 23, the site reopened, but with far less content since it lost all its information and backup information. However, the site does have an online library with many handbooks, manuals and other documents that explain how to prepare for numerous military and social scenarios. Among the topics that are available on the site are multiple types of guides for firearms and weaponry, white supremacy, Nazi and neo-Nazi material, and instructions for guerilla warfare [33].

National Alliance The group has three sites:
Website: [https://natall.com](https://natall.com)
Host: New Dream Network, LLC
ISP: DreamHost, LLC
Website: [https://nationalvanguard.org](https://nationalvanguard.org)
Host: New Dream Network, LLC
ISP: New Dream Network, LLC dba DreamHost Web Hosting
Website: [https://whitebiocentrism.com](https://whitebiocentrism.com)
Host: New Dream Network, LLC
ISP: DreamHost, LLC

**Social media platforms:**
- **Magazine:** National Vanguard
- **Radio shows & podcasts:** American Dissident Voices [34]
- **Forum:** White Biocentrism

**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** 469 forum members

The site, which promotes its white supremacist cultural and social agendas, has a vast amount of racist and anti-Semitic content. It operates through two main mediums, its news and articles site called National Vanguard [35], and its communal forum - White Biocentrism [36]. The National Vanguard was in the spotlight following the August 2017 Charlottesville, VA events, in which James Alex Fields Jr. rammed his car directly into people demonstrating against a white supremacist rally in the city, killing one and injuring 19 others. [37].

---

**Diversity Macht Frei**

Website: [https://diversymachtfrei.wordpress.com/](https://diversymachtfrei.wordpress.com/)
Host: Automattic, Inc
ISP: wordpress.com

**Social media platforms:** Twitter (@Czakal) [38].

**Radio shows & podcasts:**

**Forum:**

**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** 2,846 followers (Twitter)

This site is a blog-based platform that aims to chronicle "the Genocide of the European peoples, the greatest crime in all of history," addressing various themes such as "The Jew as Ally of the Muslim," "The Problem with Feminism," and "The Jewish Refusal to Admit Their Role in Communism." The site itself does not upload new content on a regular basis, nor is its forum active. However, it is very active on Twitter, tweeting multiple times daily.

---

**Goyim Defense League**

Website: [https://gdl.live/home](https://gdl.live/home)
Host: GoDaddy.com, LLC
ISP: GoDaddy.com, LLC

**Social media platforms:** Google+[^39], Facebook[^40], Twitter (@GDL_2018, @gdl_national)[^41][^42].

**Radio shows & podcasts:**

**Forum:**

**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** Google+ (181 members), Facebook (350 likes, 383 followers), Twitter (@gdl_national – 476 followers, @gdl_national – 177)
This group is very active in the mainstream social media, with hundreds of followers across the different platforms. As written in the homepage of this group, their aim is "TO STOP THE DEFAMATION OF THE NON-JEWISH PEOPLE, AND SECURE JUSTICE AND FAIR TREATMENT TO ALL. Discussing Jewish crimes and not Jewish lies".

**Sponsored YouTube Channels:**
- Know More News (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaRjFptz7970mppuiGuZtpQ)
- NY badgoy (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWfkyjjbZkk71Fdgacc5MeQ/videos)
- Rosette Delacroix (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH0VMtHv6yka0hi8kbjPkJ)
- Sister Shiksa (https://gaming.youtube.com/channel/UCFR-1_7oywd7Y3-fVAgx8iw)
- Love Is A Four Letter Word (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm9v_VvVcGh-a83ji4oyRv1A)
- Rick Heskey 13. (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKQO_Wl9Ua8Dtjl7PmN09OQ)
- Activist-News (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4SYaiQKIGjwzzrK-rH4_XA)

**The Right Stuff**
The group maintains two sites:
**Website:** https://therightstuff.biz/
- **Host:** Cloudflare, Inc.
- **ISP:** publicdomainregistry.com
**Website:** https://therightstuffbiz.libsyn.com/
- **Host:** TeraSwitch Networks Inc.
- **ISP:**

**Social media platforms:** YouTube [43], GAB [44]
**Radio shows & podcasts:** TRS Radio (The Right Stuff Radio) – The Daily Shoah, FTN (Fash the Nation) and many more [45]
**Forum:** https://therightstuffbiz.libsyn.com/
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** YouTube (6,133 subscribers), GAB (1,946 followers)
The Right Stuff heavily supports pro-white and white supremacist ideologies, along with anti-Semitic, racist, fascist, homophobic, etc. ideologies. They broadcast many podcasts and videos available on the website or on their YouTube channel.

**Goy Talk**
**Website:** https://goytalk.com/
- **Host:** HostGator
- **ISP:** GoDaddy.com, LLC

**Social media platforms:** Facebook [46], Twitter [47], Instagram, YouTube [48], Vimeo, GAB [49], Minds [50].
**Radio shows & podcasts:** The Gas Station, Goy Talk LIVE, The Goy Station and others
**Forum:**
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** Facebook (1,856 likes, 1,935 follows), YouTube (2,303 subscribers)
- **Twitter** (1,246 followers) GAB (1,135 followers).
The site, which goes by the slogan "Where Goys Can Be Goys", has a wide variety of articles, blogs, radio shows and podcasts that focus on white supremacist anti-Semitism. The site is run by five individuals who promote their opinions either in the site's articles or in the social media.

**Dino - Founder of GoyTalk.com & Host of Goy Talk [LIVE] [51] – GAB [52], YouTube [53]
**Bob Mathews [54] – Twitter (@BobMath69069433)[55]
Kaiser Peezy [56] – GAB [57]
Arnel Schwarzenigga [58] – YouTube [59], Facebook [60], GAB [61], Twitter [62]
Paddockberg [63]
In addition, the site promotes other YouTube channels:
Vanguard Streaming Network - 3,851 subscribers:  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7lspNadiPEVD1e5fyioxNw
Sarin - 1,654 subscribers  
https://www.youtube.com/sarinsgasstation

Stormfront
Website: https://www.stormfront.org/forum/
Host: Cloudflare, Inc.
ISP: Tucows Inc.
Social media platforms:
Radio Show/podcast/News Paper: Stormfront with Don Black [64]
Forum: the site is a forum-based platform
Users/Subscribers/Followers: 338,808 members, over 13,061,898 posts and +1,007,330 threads.
This site is a leading forum platforms used by different groups within the white supremacy communities. The threads and discussions in the site are almost exclusively racist, anti-Semitic and against other ethnic groups and minorities.

Subverted Nation
Website: http://www.subvertednation.net/
Host: GoDaddy.com, LLC
ISP: GoDaddy.com, LLC
Social media platforms:
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers:
While the site appears to have posted no new content since 2017, it is still online and has a lot of anti-Semitic material. Some of the pages on the site blatantly associate Jews with pedophilia [65], organ harvesting, [66] and murder and genocide [67].

American Renaissance
Website: https://www.amren.com/
Host: Cloudflare, Inc.
ISP: Network Solutions, LLC
Social media platforms: GAB [68], YouTube [69]
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: GAB – 8,158 followers, YouTube - 99,058 subscribers
American Renaissance originated in 1990 as a monthly print magazine that was published until 2012. It promotes racist and white supremacist ideologies; some of the themes on the website are the race-IQ connection [70] and a crime-race connection [71]. In addition to its social media activity, American Renaissance also holds annual conferences and other activities for their community [72].
**Aryan Nations**
Website: [https://www.aryan-nations-reborn.com/](https://www.aryan-nations-reborn.com/)
Host: Squarespace, Inc.
ISP: Tucows Domains Inc.
Social media platforms:
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:**
Based in Glendale, Arizona, the full name of this organization is "The Aryan Nations Church of Jesus Christ Aryan-Christians". This is a religious organization that believes that "there is a battle and a natural enmity between the Jewish Mongrel children of Satan and the pure White Children of Jacob-Israel, who are of The Most High..." [73]. The site has blogs that are uploaded a few times a week, with content that consists mostly of white supremacist and anti-Semitic material, together with content that idolizes Nazis and neo-Nazi behavior.

**Vanguard News Network**
The group has two sites through which it operates:
Website: [http://www.vanguardnewsnetwork.com/](http://www.vanguardnewsnetwork.com/)
Host: New Dream Network, LLC
ISP: GoDaddy.com, LLC
Website: [https://vnnforum.com/](https://vnnforum.com/)
Host: Cloudflare, Inc.
ISP: Register.com, Inc.
Social media platforms: Twitter [74]
Radio Show/podcast/News Paper: The Aryan Alternative
Forum: vnnforum
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** 12,411 forum members
VNN (Vanguard News Network) is a white-nationalist site that promotes anti-Semitic propaganda, the site's slogan is "No Jews. Just Right.". the site consists of blogs and articles that are uploaded daily. Furthermore, VNN has an online news-paper called "The Aryan Alternative" and a highly active forum with more than 12,000 members.

**NSM**
The group has three sites through which it operates:
Website: [http://www.nsm88.org/](http://www.nsm88.org/),
Host: Sharktech
ISP: Network Solutions, LLC
Website: [http://nsmmedia.org/](http://nsmmedia.org/)
Host: HostGator
ISP: Google Inc.
Website: [http://nsm88forum.com/nsmforum/](http://nsm88forum.com/nsmforum/)
Host: Sharktech
ISP: Network Solutions, LLC
Social media platforms: BitChute [75], Twitter [76]
Radio Show/podcast/News Paper: The Cold Truth, NSM Radio
NSM (National Socialist Movement) is – according to the site – "a party for every patriotic white American" [77]. The site has an additional media site – NSM Media – where different radio shows are broadcasted regularly and archived.

**Individuals**

**David Duke**
David Duke maintains two websites:
Website: [https://davidduke.com/](https://davidduke.com/)
Host: CloudFlare
ISP: DNC Holdings, Inc.
Website: [https://daviddukeonline.com/](https://daviddukeonline.com/)
Host: CloudFlare
ISP: GoDaddy.com, LLC
Social media platforms: YouTube [78], Twitter (@DrDavidDuke) [79]
Radio shows & podcasts: The Dr. David Duke Radio Show [80]
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: YouTube (+87.5K subscribers) Twitter (+51.4K followers)
David Duke is known worldwide as a promoter of pro-white, anti-Semitic, anti-Zionist and racist ideologies. He is active on Twitter and maintains his own site, and frequently uploads articles and broadcasts shows on his video page, and sometimes will host other activists such as Andy Hitchcock, Mark Collett, Eric Striker and others.

**Mike Enoch**
Website: [https://therightstuff.biz/](https://therightstuff.biz/)
Host: Cloudflare, Inc.
ISP: publicdomainregistry.com
Social media platforms: GAB [81]
Radio shows & podcasts: The Daily Shoah [82], Strike and Mike [83]
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: GAB – 4,349
Mike Enoch is a white supremacist and anti-Semite who is very well known in the white supremacy community thanks to his site The Right Stuff and his podcast – The Daily Shoah. In January 2017, a group of anti-fascist activists exposed him as Michael Enoch Isaac Peinovich, a 40-year-old computer programmer who lives in New York City, and who, despite his anti-Semitic views, is married to a Jewish woman [84].
**Eric Striker**  
**Website:**  
**Host:**  
**ISP:**  
**Social media platforms:** GAB  
**Radio shows & podcasts:** Strike and Mike.  
**Forum:**  
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** GAB – 5,432 followers  
A white supremacist active on GAB, he hosts podcasts on The Right Stuff on the show Strike and Mike. In addition, Striker also writes for the Daily Stormer.  

**Alex Linder**  
**Website:** [https://www.alexlinder.com/](https://www.alexlinder.com/)  
**Host:** New Dream Network, LLC  
**ISP:** GoDaddy.com, LLC  
**Social media platforms:**  
**Radio shows & podcasts:**  
**Forum:** vnnforum  
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:**  
Alex Linder is founder of the VNN (Vanguard News Network), an anti-Semitic, white separatist and white supremacist blog site. He had social media accounts on YouTube (#TeamWhite) and GAB, but they seem to have been removed or deleted.  

**Tom Metzger**  
**Website:** [https://www.resist.com/](https://www.resist.com/)  
**Host:** iPage.com  
**ISP:** Domain.com, LLC  
**Social media platforms:** Twitter, GAB  
**Radio shows & podcasts:** Lone Wolf Radio  
**Forum:**  
**Users/Subscribers/Followers:** Twitter (687 followers), GAB (258 followers)  
Tom Metzger is the founder of the white supremacist group – White Aryan Resistance (WAR). The group, which was interrogated by the FBI in the 1980s due to racist and anti-Semitic activities, eventually went bankrupt in 1990. Metzger, however, remains an influential figure within the neo-Nazi community. He operates through social media and through the WAR’s site, where an online library with related material can be found. In addition, the site provides archived radio shows (the latest one being on 12.31.18) that were recorded by Metzger.
Daniel Burnside
This individual has two sites through which he operates:
Website: https://www.wotansnation.org/
Host: Squarespace, Inc.
ISP: Tucows Inc.
Website: http://rightwingmedia.net/
Host: HostDime.com, Inc.
ISP: publicdomainregistry.com
Social media platforms: Twitter, vkonteke
Radio shows & podcasts: RIGHT WING 101, THE NORSE CREW
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: VK (49 followers), Twitter (@RightWingMedia1 – 18 followers, (@CplBurnside – 18 followers)

Daniel Burnside, 44, is a Pennsylvania state director in the National Socialist Movement (NSM), one of the largest neo-Nazi groups in America with branches in more than 30 states [91]. He hosts two online radio on shows on http://rightwingmedia.net/, and the site also has a highly active Twitter account - @RightWingMedia1 [92]. His Twitter account (@CplBurnside [93]) is not consistently active, instead he posts most of his propaganda on vkonteke [94].

Social Media Platforms

GAB
Website: https://gab.ai/
Host: Cloudflare, Inc.
ISP: Epik Inc.
Social media platforms: Facebook, Twitter
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: 800,000+ [95]

This social media platform acts as a hub for different groups who are identified mostly with right-wing groups, mainly Christian white Americans, but also many others who feel that the mainstream media and social networks are depriving them of their constitutional rights. This site boasts itself on its lack of censorship, i.e. "Free Speech". While the site itself is mostly aimed at the interests of right-wing Americans, the different groups within the site offer a variety of options for the audiences and communities who feel that their liberties and freedom of speech have been impaired. The groups themselves consist of many subjects along the spectrum of ideologies associated with right-wing, from "Conservative News", "New Right Network", "RAM: Rightwing Alt Media", "Hunting and Fishing", "Leftist Tears", "Support White South Africans Under Siege" and more. This site came to the attention of the public following the October 2018 Pittsburgh synagogue attack, in which Robert Gregory Bowers shot and killed 11 people.
Minds
Website: https://www.minds.com
Host: Amazon Technologies Inc
ISP: Moniker Online Services LLC
Social media platforms:
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers: 1.25M+ registered users [96]
This site is a social network that allows all sorts of content to be published, including pages and groups who promote neo-Nazis, white supremacists and all forms of anti-Semitism and racism.

Telegram
Website:
Host:
ISP:
Social media platforms:
Radio shows & podcasts:
Forum:
Users/Subscribers/Followers:
The encrypted messaging app Telegram, which can be used on smartphones, tablets, and desktops and laptops, allows users to share content including text, photos, images, files, videos, and PDFs with up to 20,000 subscribers via groups, channels, or in private chats. It is known to be used widely by jihadists, including in terrorist attacks.
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GAB, February 3, 2019

Goyim Defense League (GDL), February 2, 2019

Random Anon Channel, Telegram, Jan 24, 2019
A Very Jewish Coup: The Plot to Stop Brexit

The goyim knowing doesn't mean you can't shut it down.

Daily Stormer, January 15, 2019 [99]

What happened to my country?

Stop telling me to let me off!

NEVER TRUST A JEW

Minds, January 10, 2019 [100]

French Resistance Kike Finally Dead Age 108

Dies at 108, way too late

Daily Stormer, December 31, 2018 [101]
"Hang a traitor from every light pole on Pennsylvania Avenue and the next bunch will think twice as they drive to work seeing the decaying carcasses dangling..."
Jew-Run CNN Asks: Has Anti-Semitism Returned with a Vengeance?

Lee Rogers  December 3, 2018

The Jews are struggling to determine how many people hate them.

Comments:

Allin says:

December 3, 2018

The old Jew said he was afraid it could happen again. Yes Jew, when brazen kikes were bragging “Yes we will replace you”, just days after the shooting where kikes claimed that it was a “conspiracy theory” that Jews were helping refugees, you kikes are pretty much BEGGING us to holocaust you for REAL this time! Except this time it won’t just be one white country, it will be ALL of them! We have been begging you for years to listen and avoid this, but you obviously keep pushing. NEVER FORGET - you asked for it!

Daily Stormer, December 3, 2018 [105]

Hook-Nosed Federal Judge Discovers Constitutional Right to Mutilate Children’s Genitals

Luis Castillo  November 22, 2018

So progressive.

Quotes: "Moslems at least do this equally – mutilating the genitals of boys and girls alike. You gotta give them that."

Daily Stormer, November 22, 2018 [106]
Images

GAB, February 6, 2019 [107]
"So the kike occupation government (KOG) has officially made it ILLEGAL to bash faggots. What's next? I'll tell you what's next: soon enough it'll be a crime to Lynch niggers. Then it will be illegal to rape an unaccompanied and uncovered slut. Next – who knows? Probably they'll start injecting children with tranny hormones or something. That might sound crazy now, but just you wait, partner. We've got a long road to go before we hit the bottom of the slippery Jew slope."

"We must understand: there is no use in bashing faggots or whatever other tentacle of the Jew system: instead, we must cut the snakes head off at the root: the Jewish root. And the great thing about that is: all you have to do to defeat the Jew is talk about the Jew! That's it!"

Comments:

Antisemitism is becoming an accepted part of popular culture. This is good. Maybe these dirty jews should just go away instead of trying to destroy our culture and gangstaing us with brown dicks.
"The bottom line, as far as I see it, is this: Yes, the Jews are largely responsible for the mess we're in. But, it is up to us to get ourselves out of it — nobody is going to do it for us. If we are not strong enough to reject pornography and degeneracy in our own personal lives, then we will perish as a people and will not have deserved to live in the first place. If this is our fate, going to our grave pointing at the Jew as the reason for our downfall is not going to cut it, and frankly is a weak and pathetic way to go down. We know what the Jews are. This series and endless amounts of other books and articles unmask them, as do their own words and actions. They are our enemy. Will we again find who and what we are and overcome them, or will they succeed in destroying us and everything we hold dear? Only time will tell. I know I for one will die on my feet before kneeling to these parasites, and I know plenty of other men who are filled with the same resolve. Our numbers are growing by the day. I hope you will join us in this great struggle, if you haven't already. It will be the best choice you've ever made. I promise you that."

"I am probably the epitome of everything the Nazis hated: the Jew pornographer who besmirches the pure morals of the white Aryan world. Hitler would have thought of me as the Devil incarnate." — Al Goldstein (more like Smutswhine)

Once again, as usual, Uncle Adolf is proven to be right.

National Vanguard, December 16, 2018 [112]

Daily Stormer, December 16, 2018 [113]
Ungrateful Monkeyface Jew Refuses to Commit Suicide After Entire Internet Demands It

\[\textbf{Andrew Anglin} \quad \text{December 4, 2018}\]

\[\textbf{DO IT YOU KIKE!}\]

Comments:

\[\text{Frankie says:}\]

\[\textbf{December 4, 2018}\]

Just do it, kike… Just do it!

\[\text{Daily Stormer, December 4, 2018 [144]}\]

Tanzania: BASED Black Guys Create Anti-Faggot Death Squad

\[\text{Spartan} \quad \text{November 3, 2018}\]

The only thing lower than a nigger is a nigger faggot.

"After they get rid of the faggots, they should do something about this witch epidemic"
They’re calling this a surveillance squad, but let’s be serious — these are niggers we’re talking about.

They’ll just go to a suspect, ask him “YOU EAT DA POO POO ?!??!?!” and if they don’t get a clear and convincing “no,” they’re just gonna

Which you gotta admit — is a much healthier and more reasonable way of dealing with faggots than what we’re doing.

"[the surveillance team would be using social media to hunt down same-sex couples in his district.]. [He also encouraged people to hand over names of anyone they suspected of being gay so authorities could investigate.]. I never thought the day would come when I wished politicians in my own country would be more like those in Tanzania."

"Giving these monkeys the White man's medical technology is one of the worst mistakes in the history of this planet, and them giving it up themselves is great news no matter how you look at it. We need to start a trolling campaign telling these niggers that vaccines turn you into a faggot and aspirin turns their good juju into bad juju. It's time to correct the historical mistake of helping these things breed to infinity."

*Daily Stormer, November 3, 2018 [*11*]*
Article: "Colored Savage Stomps on White Nurse's Head Almost 40 Times, Leaves Her to Die Underneath Car"

Quote: "This creature totally babooned out on this poor nurse. Presumably, it was her punishment for being white."

Comment: "This is why every state needs the death penalty."

"he spent a lot of time with her body. Did they run a rape kit. Niggers often rape dead and near dead people. Probably told him 'Piss off. I’m married.'"

"This woman’s picture should be on the front page of this site for everyone to see with a headline that says beautiful white nurse killed by nigger savage or something similar. We can’t let stories like this get swept under the rug. The Daily Stormer should be raising hell over this one, not just business as usual"

"These apes WANT to go to prison and hang around and be faggots with their monkey chums. Need to fix that and just bring lynching back. Or just an efficient death sentence that gets carried out right after sentencing. In cases like this, where the homicidal chimp proudly admits the crime, just fucking shoot them on the spot."

Daily Stormer, February 1, 2019 [116]

Article: "Congoid Space Fantasies"

Quotes: "Racism by a more capable race, with respect to an inferior race, is sensible and, usually, defensive. Racists have learned a lesson about slavery — namely, that it doesn't last; the slaves eventually are freed, and that is when the trouble begins. So today White racists don't want any slaves. They just don't want to have any other race around them, so they can be in their country all by themselves."

"The point, however, is that the superior races (Whites and Asians) are the key to getting these things done. The inferior races (Blacks and most Browns) aren't necessary. If the inferior races were to disappear entirely, the superior races would still go into outer space. If the superior races were to disappear entirely, the inferior races would be stuck on Earth, with crumbling infrastructure that they don't know how to fix or to replace, and within a few generations they would be back in the Stone Age."

"No African country has ever launched anything into orbit. And, probably, no African country ever will. Their brains are too small. Their IQs are too low."

"The superior races can figure out how to achieve space flight. The inferior races cannot. It's the classic example of separating the high from the low, the good from the bad, the men from the boys."

National Vanguard, January 28, 2019 [117]
Diversity Macht Frei, January 27, 2019

**Article: "Her name is Brooke Joiner: Young White Mother Murdered by Black Career Criminal in Southern Georgia"**

"No one likes to be around these things... Some years ago a gorilla escaped its enclosure at the zoo over in the next city. The cops shot it dead; what is the difference here?"

National Vanguard, January 26, 2018
Article: "A National Emergency Needs to be Declared to Shut Down the Lying Jewish Media"

Quotes:
"If you are tired of fake news, you should be angry at the Jews. They are the racial group responsible for spreading the vast majority of all the lies and propaganda we see on a daily basis. The Jewish media is very harmful to the country and needs to be shut down by the government."

"The Jewish media has gotten so out of control that a national emergency needs to be declared to shut them all down."

Comments:

Azzmador says:
January 21, 2019

DailyStormer:
If you are tired of fake news, you should be angry at the Jews.
So true, so true.
Young men, join a Stormer Book Club - these kikes aren't gonna gas themselves!
stormerbookclubs@airmail.cc

Alt-Reich says:
January 21, 2019

DailyStormer:
If these Jews had the best interest of the American people in mind, they wouldn't be spreading lies 24 hours a day.

They can't help themselves, it's in their nature…

Daily Stormer, January 21, 2019 [139]
David Duke and Eric Striker Discussing President Trump

**Duke:** "It's amazing he's done what he's done, you know, Eric, because I mean he's so surrounded by this deep embedded Jewish deep state... all around him. Even his in-laws... people have been saying 'Trump's no good because he let his daughter marry...''

**Striker:** "You can't control who your daughter marries..."

**Duke:** "Well exactly. Yeah, I don't think he likes the fact that his daughter married into a Jewish crime family, right? Convicted fraudsters and all the rest..."

**Eric Striker:** "No, absolutely. Do you think Trump likes the idea of his wealth someday being in some Jew's hands? Of course he doesn't."
**Quotes:** "The Hippocratic Oath was altered in the 1960s by the Jews. It used to read: 'Do no harm, except to the kikes, those you should kill with impunity.'"

"By necessity, we are forming a secret army."

"right now, most people do believe this insane gibberish about fake shower room insecticide chambers. But more and more, people are thinking 'that doesn't really seem like such a bad idea.'"

"The day is coming when all our people will stand together against this satanic menace."

Daily Stormer, January 2, 2019 [124]

**Article: "Jews Get Another Holocaust Day: the Portuguese Must Bow Down"**

**Quotes:** "Jews should be kept away from children – including their own. Their urge to molest them is simply too great."

"Stories like these should serve as a reminder that every single pogrom of Jews in history has been completely justified."

"Jewish infestation of your local community is a constant threat. If you see something, say something. Remember, only you can prevent kikery, kids"

Daily Stormer, December 15, 2018 [125]
"I've made the point before but it needs reiterating because the Jews keep lying about it: the Inquisition had no power over Jews. Its powers applied only to professing Christians. So when modern Jews claim their ancestors suffered under the Inquisition, they are implicitly admitting that these Jews were not real Christians, but only pretending to be. In other words, they are admitting that the Inquisition was right when it punished them for being fake Christians. Either that, or they are using a definition of Jewishness based purely on genes and not faith."

Comment:

Damn dirty Jews. When the REAL holocaust comes around, the chutzpah scum are going to have to find themselves another planet!

National Vanguard, December 13, 2018

Quotes:

"If there's one thing I can say about Palestinians, it's that they're really bad at killing Jews. Seriously, they live right next to them, they have nothing to live for and their only goal in life is to kill Jews, and they can't even manage to kill any Jews. Finally a guy shot some."

"This man has a gun. And is able to access a crowd of Jews. And kills zero Jews. He shoots a pregnant woman in the stomach and the baby survives. This people are absolutely terrible at killing Jews."

Daily Stormer, December 11, 2018

Article: "New Jersey: The Blatant Jewish Takeover Continues"

Quote:
"How much more will Jews — who are unquestionably the world's, nation's, and state's wealthiest ethnic group already — steal from increasingly impoverished Whites? Answer: as much as they can, until we organize and put a stop to it."
National Vanguard, January 9 [128]

Anon
22 DEC 2018 AT 3:04 PM

“But where to look, For the inspiration, For so much evil? Where To find the teachings that influence, And sanction such limitless cruel behavior?”

Ultimately in their genes... The talmud doesn't make the jew, the jew made the talmud. The jew genome is evil and its mission on this universe is to destroy all life within it.

Diversity Macht Frei, December 22, 2018 [129]

Abhorrent Fat Jew Demands White People Accept Responsibility for Spic Starving His Child to Death in Desert

Quotes:
"This vile Jew is just angry this child died so he couldn't rape it. Look at him. Why do you imagine a man who looks like that has an interest in 7-year-old children? Jews are child-rapists. And these known child-rapists want to pretend like white Border Patrol agents would literally murder a child on purpose."

Daily Stormer, December 15, 2018 [130]

Rand Paul Attempting to Cockbock $38B “Aid Package” to Israel

Hey, why not give them 38 trillion instead? It's just the goyim's money, after all.
Article: "Kristallnacht as a Jewish False-Flag Operation"

"The violence of Kristallnacht has been greatly exaggerated...."

"A conspiracy of Zionist Jews instigated the violence [of Kristallnacht] so that the British government would not ban Jewish immigration to Palestine."

Comments:

War by deception. Lies are the Jews' plows and causing war among the "goyim" is their harvest. Our devastation is their elevation.

March 30 1933 — Judea declares war on Germany. September 11 2001 — Judea declares war on world.
Article: "Broadway Jews and Darwinian Selection"
"The Jewish power structure created this sick display, and choreographed it in detail for White families and children to see — and embrace its sick message, and feel demoralized and outnumbered if they oppose it. The play was written by Matthew Sklar, a Jew, and Chad Beguelin, a homosexual. Jews may have miscalculated, though. They often do. True, they have massively reduced the number of normal, healthy successful marriages among White people. Their program of White genocide is real and ongoing, and the promotion of abnormal sexuality is part of that. But they are also forcing a kind of Darwinian selection on our race."

Article: "Oz: Faggots Shut Down Wedding Magazine Run by Normal People"
"[Photographer Lara Hotz said she felt 'extremely hurt' by the magazine's rejection of same-sex wedding shoots following the introduction of same-sex marriage]. Why would you expect normal people to treat
"degenerates the same way they treat other normal people, you filthy dyke? Going by the name and the whining, she might also be a kikette, but I couldn't find anything for sure about that."

"Its actually really easy to understand once one properly views homos for what they are... mentally ill individuals. They aren't normal and they know it. That's why they have to demand people accept them constantly. Its a constant battle against the natural order."

"...where's a raghead [i.e. a Muslim] with a truck of peace [referring to "religion of peace"] when you really need one [to run over the marchers]?

"Such a glorious achievement... Brainwashing children into disgusting degeneracy."
I think kids should be taught about faggots TBH. They should be taught how faggots are 3% of the population, but 20% of child rapists. They should be taught about the dozens of documented faggot serial killers who have raped and murdered hundreds of little boys and young men across the West. They should be taught that even fag cibil riles icon Matthew Shepard was HIV positive.

"...this isn’t about MEN being taught to desire other men, this is about rewiring children’s brains to think that homosexual sex is just as good and valid as heterosexual sex, before the child’s identity or sexuality has properly formed. You sow a few seeds into a child’s mind, and he will be less resistant to an older boy’s requests, or if he has a moment of sexual insecurity with his hormones raging at the age of 15, he might be tempted to experiment, where previously social censure would have kept him away from such a life-destroying decision. Even if he doesn’t cross the rubicon into sexual inversion, a gay-agenda education will help to lower his barriers against seeing gays or gay behaviour as a problem, when so much of the gay nature is naturally subversive and society-wrecking. A strong society has a healthy prejudice against those who cannot be trusted to uphold its norms, and a marxist education would remove these natural defences. This is all about the state abusing its power of authority to fuck with little children’s minds and their perceptions of what is good and wholesome, not about persuading 30-year-old men to start sucking D."

Daily Stormer, November 12, 2018 [136]

Article: "Did Jews Provoke the Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting?"

"...influential Jews understood that suppression of perfectly legal mass-demonstrations would lead to illegal alternate activities: sporadic acts of violence that could be prosecuted. Apparently, a synagogue-shooting is just the kind of thing that they wanted. Of course, the crime is also exploited as an impetus for intensified censorship."

"An activist who correctly believes that Whites have a right to exist can feel a bit apprehensive about distributing flyers and may even become frustrated to the point where someone (like Robert Bowers) just snaps. So yes, that Jews themselves create the conditions on a large, nation-wide scale for a mass shooting does seem to have merit."
National Vanguard, November 7, 2018

Please don’t treat this as a real event. No one was shot. No one died. No one was hurt. As usual, it’s been de-constructed sufficiently to satisfy a rational or logical mind. The Jews lie to us ALL the time. How is this one any different?! It’s not. So many other shootings have been disproven, pretty much every one, so why is this one now real. It’s not. Even if it were, (it isn’t) grieve not for the jew.

Clearly the Jews were to blame, as they conjured up bad, bad, Bobble Bowers, as their golden boy golem. To thousand incantations, every day, was bound to produce such a man. It was only a matter of time.

Crobo
November 15, 2018 AT 4:17 AM – REPLY

The shooter was jewish and a dual citizen. They had to send their own to shoot their own and blame it on white europeans. This is their desperation... absolutely retarded inbred miyog

Comments:

_DH_ says:

November 7, 2018

Go go, Ilhan! Show us some of that Muslim girl power and drive the Jews into the sea!

Daily Stormer, November 7, 2018
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